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8.1. Introduction 

 

As we saw in chapter 4, finite verbs in Classical Syriac are marked (i.e. have differentiated 

forms) for person, gender, number, tense/mood, and pattern.  Out of each of these categories, 

pattern (also referred to as conjugation or binyan) is the most difficult concept to understand for 

those who have English as a first language. 

 

Pattern refers to set ways that verbs can be formed to indicate, among other things, the voice of 

the verb (i.e. active, passive, or reflexive), the intensity of the action of the verb (e.g. break vs. 

shatter), causation (go vs. cause to go), and other changes to the basic meaning of the root of the 

verb.  These patterns can be recognized by (a) the vowels that are used with the first and second 

root letters, (b) prefixes that can sometimes be added to the verb, and (c) the doubling of the 

second root letter in certain patterns.  

 

In theory, every verbal root in Classical Syriac can appear in any one of the main patterns that are 

used in Classical Syriac.  In practice, however, verbal roots tend to appear in only a limited 

number of patterns.  While the meaning that some verbal roots take on in a particular pattern can 

be predicted based on the standard uses of the pattern, these meanings are not always predictable 

and, in many cases, simply need to be memorized.    

 

The focus of this chapter will be on (a) the perfect tense of regular verbs as they appear in the 

Pa‘‘el, ’Ap‘el, ’Etpe‘el, and ’Etpa‘‘al patterns for regular verbs1 and (b) the basic uses of these 

patterns regardless of what tense or form the verb is used in.  These patterns are the most 

common patterns that are used in Classical Syriac.  Other patterns will be learned in future 

lessons. 

                                                      
1 For a song that teaches the paradigm for the Pe‘al perfect, the Pa‘‘el perfect, and the ’Ap‘el perfect, see 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NPAOFhNlXhw.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NPAOFhNlXhw
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8.2. Pa‘‘el Perfect (Regular)2 
 

8.2.1. Form  

 

The Pa‘‘el perfect is characterized by (1) a ptāḥā’ (   ܲ ) after the first root letter, (2) a zlāmā’ pšîqā’ 

(  ܲ ) after the second root letter when the third root letter does not have its own vowel3  (when the 

third root letter does have its own vowel, the zlāmā’ pšîqā’ (  ܲ ) simply disappears), and (3) the 

doubling of the second root letter.4  Note that the doubling of the second root letter is not 

indicated in the script though it should be indicated in transliteration.5  When the second root 

letter is a BeGaDKePhaT letter, the doubling of these letters transforms the soft pronunciation to 

a hard pronunciation even though the letter is preceded by a vowel sound.6  Apart from these 

characteristics, the form of the Pa‘‘el perfect is identical to the Pe‘al perfect.   

 

These basic characteristics can be seen in the name of the pattern itself, which is based on the 

form that the verb ܦܥܠ would take if it appeared as a Pa‘‘el perfect 3msg verb (ܠ ܥ 
 
  .(ܦ 

 

The following chart provides (1) the paradigm for verbs in the Pa‘‘el perfect using the verb ܩܛܠ, 

(2) an example of an actual verb in the Pa‘‘el perfect, and (3) a translation of the sample verb for 

each form. 

 

Table 8.1 – Pa‘‘el Perfect (Regular) 

 Pattern Example Translation 

3msg ܛ ܠ
ܠ ܟ (qaṭṭel) ܩ  

 
 he walked (hallek) ܗ 

3fsg ܬ
 
ܛܠ  ܬ ܩ   ܠܟ  

 
 she walked ܗ 

2msg ܛ ܠܬ
ܠ ܟܬ ܩ  

 
 you walked ܗ 

2fsg ܛ ܠܬ
ܝܩ   ܠ ܟܬܝ 

 
 you walked ܗ 

1csg ܛܠ ܬ
ܬ ܩ   ܠܟ 

 
 I walked ܗ 

3mpl   ܛ
ܠܘܩ   ܠ ܟܘ 

 
 they walked7 ܗ 

3fpl ܛ ܠ
ܠ ܟ ܩ  

 
 they walked ܗ 

2mpl ܛ ܠܬ
ܘ ܢܩ   ܠ ܟܬܘ ܢ 

 
 you walked ܗ 

                                                      
2 Cf. Nöldeke §§159, 163; Muraoka §49; Thackston §16.1; Robinson §14. 
3 Note that when the third root letter is a ܪ or a guttural (ܚ or ܥ) the vowel under the second root letter becomes a 

ptāḥā’ (   ܲ ) instead of the zlāmā’ pšîqā’ (  ܲ ). 
4 Note that the doubling of letters does not occur in West Syriac.  See Muraoka §6 G. 
5 In practical terms, the doubling of the second root letter is what allows the first root letter to have a short vowel 

attached to it even though the third root letter also has its own vowel.  Under normal circumstances, short vowels are 

deleted when the following letter has its own vowel.  See Muraoka §§6 A and 6 G. 
6 In this chapter, BeGaDKePhaT letters that are doubled will be written with a qûššāyā’.  In future chapters, the 

doubling of these letters will not be indicated. 
7 Note also that mixed groups of males and females are referred to using the 3mpl. 
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2fpl   ܛ ܠܬ
ܝܢܩ   ܝܢ  ܠ ܟܬ 

 
 you walked ܗ 

1cpl ܛ ܠܢ
ܠ ܟܢ ܩ  

 
 we walked ܗ 

 

8.2.2. Voice 

 

Verbs in the Pa‘‘el are in the active voice (i.e. the grammatical subject performs the action of the 

verb).   

 

8.2.3. Meaning 

 

a) Verbs in the Pa‘‘el can sometimes be an intensive version of the same verb in the Pe‘al: 

 

Pe‘al Perfect 3msg Pa‘‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܦܬ   ܢ  he drew out ܦ ܬ ܸ݁
 
 he dragged (violently) ܢ 

ܠ  
ܛ ܠ he killed (one) ܩܛ 

 he killed (many) ܩ  

ܛ
 
ܠ ܛ he mixed ܚܠ   he mixed thoroughly ܚ  

ܨ  
ܦ ܸ݁  he shook ܢܦ 

 
ܨܢ   he shook violently 

 

b) Verbs in the Pa‘‘el can sometimes be a causative version of the same verb in the Pe‘al: 

 

Pe‘al Perfect 3msg Pa‘‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܢ ܢ he bought ܙܒ   ܒܸ݁ 
 
 ܙ 

he sold  

(i.e. caused to buy) 

ܛ
 
ܠ ܛ he ruled ܫܠ 

 
 he put in authority ܫ 

(i.e. caused to rule) 

 

c) A verb that is intransitive (i.e. does not take a direct object) in the Pe‘al can sometimes become 

transitive in the Pa‘‘el: 

 

Pe‘al Perfect 3msg Pa‘‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܪ ܪ he melted ܦܫ   ܫ  
 
 he melted ܦ 

(something) 

ܠ ܡ he was finished ܫܠ ܡ
 
 he finished ܫ 

(something) 
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d) A verb that was originally derived from a noun (i.e. a denominative verb) is often placed in the 

Pa‘‘el: 

 

Noun Pa‘‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܟ ܸ݁  craft ܛ ܟܵܢܐ
 
ܢܛ   he exercised a craft 

ܐ ܵ
ܠܬ  ܠ ܠ word ܡ 

 he spoke ܡ  

ܫܵܡܐ ܡ body ܓܘ  ܫ   
 he embodied ܓ 

 

e) In some cases, the meaning of a verb in the Pa‘‘el is either completely unrelated or is only 

distantly related to its meaning in the Pe‘al.  When this happens, the verb in the Pa‘‘el simply 

communicates a simple action:   

 

Pe‘al Perfect 3msg Pa‘‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܠ ܠ he accused ܩܒ   ܒ ܸ݁
 he received ܩ  

ܒ he rode ܪܟ ܒ ܟ ܸ݁
 
 he constructed ܪ 

ܟ
 
ܟ he bent the knee ܒܪ  ܪ 

 he blessed ܒ  

 

f) In some cases, a verbal root that is used in the Pa‘‘el has no corresponding form in the Pe‘al or 

the corresponding form in the Pe‘al is rarely used.  When this happens, the verb in the Pa‘‘el 

simply communicates a simple action:   

 

Pe‘al Perfect 3msg Pa‘‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܕ  ܸ݁  ---------- ----------
 
ܪܫ   he sent 

ܠ ܟ ---------- 8----------
 
 he walked ܗ 

ܒ ---------- ---------- ܕܸ݁ 
 
 he lied, spoke falsely ܟ 

 

g) In many cases, the meaning of the verb in the Pe‘al is identical or nearly identical to its 

meaning in the Pa‘‘el: 

 

Pe‘al Perfect 3msg Pa‘‘el Perfect 3msg 

 ܫ
 
 ,he gathered together ܟܢ 

he assembled 
ܢ ܫ
 
  ,he called together ܟ 

he assembled 

ܪ ܪ he interpreted9 ܦܫ   ܫ  
 
 he interpreted ܦ 

ܫ ܒ ܸ݁  he subdued ܟܒ  
 
ܫܟ   he subdued 

                                                      
8 Sokoloff, 344, gives one example of the verb ܗܠܟ in the Pe‘al while Payne Smith, 104, says that ܗܠܟ is not 

used in the Pe‘al.  Either way it should be clear that the use of the verb ܗܠܟ in the Pe‘al is extremely rare.  
9 Note that this is the same verb used in a previous example to mean “he melted”.  When the verb means “to 

interpret” there is no discernable difference in meaning. 
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8.3. ’Ap‘el Perfect (Regular)10 

 

8.3.1. Form 

 

The ’Ap‘el perfect is characterized by (1) the prefix ܐ followed by the vowel ptāḥā’ (   ܲ ), (2) no 

vowel under the first root letter, and (3) a zlāmā’ pšîqā’ (  ܲ ) after the second root letter11 when the 

third root letter does not have its own vowel (when the third root letter does have its own vowel, 

the zlāmā’ pšîqā’ (  ܲ ) simply disappears).  Apart from these characteristics, the form of the ’Ap‘el 

perfect is identical to the Pe‘al perfect.   

 

These characteristics can be seen in the name of the pattern itself, which is based on the form that 

the verb ܦܥܠ would take if it appeared as an ’Ap‘el perfect 3msg verb (ܠ  ܦܥ 
 
   .(ܐ 

 

The following chart provides (1) the paradigm for verbs in the ’Ap‘el perfect using the verb 

 an example of an actual verb in the ’Ap‘el perfect, and (3) a translation of the sample (2) ,ܩܛܠ

verb for each form. 

 

Table 8.2 – ’Ap‘el Perfect (Regular) 

 Pattern Example Translation 

3msg    ܩܛ ܠܐ ܡܠ ܟ 
 
 he ruled ܐ 

3fsg ܬ
ܼ̈
ܩܛܠ 

 
ܬ ܐ  ܡܠܟ  

 
 she ruled ܐ 

2msg   ܩܛ
 
ܠܬܐ  ܡܠ   

 
ܟܬܐ   you ruled 

2fsg   ܩܛ
 
ܝܠܬܐ  ܡܠ   

 
ܟܬܝܐ   you ruled 

1csg ܩܛܠ ܬ
 
ܬ ܐ  ܡܠܟ 

 
 I ruled ܐ 

3mpl ܩܛ ܠܘ
 
ܡܠ ܟܘ ܐ 

 
 they ruled12 ܐ 

3fpl ܩܛ ܠ
 
ܡܠ ܟ ܐ 

 
 they ruled ܐ 

2mpl ܩܛ ܠܬ
 
ܘ ܢܐ  ܡܠ ܟܬܘ ܢ 

 
 you ruled ܐ 

2fpl   ܩܛ ܠܬ
 
ܝܢܐ  ܝܢ  ܡܠ ܟܬ 

 
 you ruled ܐ 

1cpl ܩܛ ܠܢ
 
ܡܠ ܟܢ ܐ 

 
 we ruled ܐ 

 

 

 

                                                      
10 Cf. Nöldeke §§159, 164; Muraoka §49; Thackston §17.1; Robinson §14. 
11 Note that when the third root letter is a ܪ or a guttural (ܚ or ܥ) the vowel under the second root letter becomes a 

ptāḥā’ (   ܲ ) instead of the zlāmā’ pšîqā’ (  ܲ ). 
12 Note also that mixed groups of males and females are referred to using the 3mpl. 
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8.3.2. Voice 

 

Verbs in the ’Ap‘el are in the active voice (i.e. the grammatical subject performs the action of the 

verb).   

 

8.3.3. Meaning 

 

a) Verbs in the ’Ap‘el are normally the causative version of the same verb in the Pe‘al: 

 

Pe‘al Perfect 3msg ’Ap‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܕ ܕ he worshiped ܣܓ  ܣܓ 
 
 he caused to worship ܐ 

ܕ ܕ he did ܥܒ   ܥܒ 
 
 he caused to do ܐ 

ܩ ܩ he became dark ܥܡ   ܥܡ 
 
 he made dark ܐ 

ܪ ܪ he apostatized ܟܦ   ܟܦ  
 
 he caused to ܐ 

apostatize 

 

b) Verbs in the ’Ap‘el can sometimes have the exact same meaning as their form in the Pe‘al:   

 

Pe‘al Perfect 3msg ’Ap‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܠ ܠ he carried ܫܩ   ܫܩ 
 
 he carried ܐ 

 

c) In some cases, the meaning of a verb in the ’Ap‘el is either completely unrelated or is only 

distantly related to its meaning in the Pe‘al.  When this happens, the verb in the ’Ap‘el simply 

communicates a simple action:   

 

Pe‘al Perfect 3msg ’Ap‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܟ
 
ܡܠ ܟ he advised, promised ܡܠ 

 
 he ruled ܐ 

 

d) In some cases, there is no discernible reason for why a verb should be in the ’Ap‘el as opposed 

to the Pe‘al:   

 

’Ap‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܡܠ ܟ
 
 he ruled ܐ 

ܙ ܟܪ 
 
 he proclaimed ܐ 
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8.4. ’Etpe‘el Perfect (Regular)13 

 

8.4.1. Form 

 

The ’Etpe‘el perfect is characterized by (1) the prefix (2) ,ܐ  ܬ a zlāmā’ pšîqā’ (  ܲ ) after the 

second root letter when the third root letter does not have its own vowel14 (when the third root 

letter does have its own vowel, the zlāmā’ pšîqā’ (  ܲ ) simply disappears), and (3) a slight, though 

unmarked, “e” sound between the first and second root letters when the third root letter does not 

have its own vowel (when this happens, the second root letter takes a ptāḥā’ (   ܲ ) to compensate 

for the loss of the vowel under the second root letter).  Apart from these characteristics, the form 

of the ’Etpe‘el perfect is identical to the Pe‘al perfect.  

 

These characteristics can be seen in the name of the pattern itself, which is based on the form that 

the verb ܦܥܠ would take if it appeared as an ’Etpe‘el perfect 3msg verb (ܠ    .(ܐ  ܬܦܥ 

 

The following chart provides (1) the paradigm for verbs in the ’Etpe‘el perfect using the verb 

 an example of an actual verb in the ’Etpe‘el perfect, and (3) a translation of the sample (2) ,ܩܛܠ

verb for each form. 

 

Table 8.3 – ’Etpe‘el Perfect (Regular) 

 Pattern Example Translation 

3msg ܬ ܩܛ ܠܐ  ܫ  ܬܦܪ   he was separated ܐ 

3fsg ܬ ܬܩ   ܐ 
ܼ̈
ܛܠ  ܬܦ     ܬܫ   ܪܐ   she was separated 

2msg ܬ ܠܬܩܛ  ܐ  ܫ  ܬܦܪ  ܬܐ   you were separated 

2fsg ܬ ܝܠܬܩܛ  ܐ  ܫ  ܬܦܪ  ܬܝܐ   you were separated 

1csg ܬ ܛܠ ܬܩ   ܐ  ܬܦ     ܬܫ  ܪܐ   I was separated 

3mpl ܬ ܩܛ ܠܘܐ  ܫ  ܬܦܪ  ܘܐ   they were separated15 

3fpl ܬ ܩܛ ܠܐ  ܫ  ܬܦܪ   they were separated ܐ 

2mpl ܬ ܘ ܢܩܛ ܠܬܐ  ܫ  ܬܦܪ  ܬܘ ܢܐ   you were separated 

2fpl ܬ ܝܢܩܛ ܠܬ  ܐ  ܫܐ    ܝܢܬܦܪ  ܬ   you were separated 

1cpl ܬ ܩܛ ܠܢܐ  ܫ  ܬܦܪ  ܢܐ   we were separated 

 

                                                      
13 Cf. Nöldeke §§159, 162; Muraoka §49; Thackston §18.1; Robinson §14. 
14 Note that when the third root letter is a ܪ or a guttural (ܚ or ܥ) the vowel under the second root letter becomes a 

ptāḥā’ (   ܲ ) instead of the zlāmā’ pšîqā’ (  ܲ ). 
15 Note also that mixed groups of males and females are referred to using the 3mpl. 
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8.4.2. Voice 

 

Verbs in the ’Etpe‘el can be in the passive voice (i.e. the grammatical subject receives the action 

of the verb), the reflexive voice (i.e. the grammatical subject performs the action on itself), and 

sometimes the active voice. 

 

8.4.3. Meaning 

 

a) Verbs in the ’Etpe‘el are typically the passive form of verbs in the Pe‘al: 

 

Pe‘al Perfect 3msg ’Etpe‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܒ
 
ܒ he slayed ܚܪ  ܬܚܪ   he was slain ܐ 

ܫ
 
 he separated ܦܪ 

(something) 
ܫ ܬܦܪ   he was separated ܐ 

ܒ
 
ܬܨܠ ܒ he crucified ܨܠ   he was crucified ܐ 

 

b) Verbs in the ’Etpe‘el can sometimes be the reflexive version (i.e. the subject performs action of 

the verb on itself) of the corresponding form in the Pe‘al: 

 

Pe‘al Perfect 3msg ’Etpe‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܫ ܫ he put on ܠܒ  ܬܠܒ   he clothed himself ܐ 

ܛ  
ܛ he stretched out ܦܫ  ܬܦܫ    he stretched ܐ 

himself out 

 

c) Verbs in the ’Etpe‘el can sometimes be used for simple action in the active voice: 

 

’Etpe‘el Perfect 3msg 

ܪ ܬܕܟ    he remembered ܐ 

ܚ ܬܦܨ    he rejoiced ܐ 

 

8.5. ’Etpa‘‘al Perfect (Regular)16 

 

8.5.1. Form 

 

The ’Etpa‘‘al perfect is characterized by (1) the prefix (2) ,ܐ  ܬ the vowel ptāḥā’ (   ܲ ) between the 

first and second root letters, (3) the vowel ptāḥā’ (   ܲ ) after the second root letter when the 

following letter does not have its own vowel (when the third root letter does have its own vowel, 

the ptāḥā’ (   ܲ ) simply disappears), and (4) the doubling of the second root letter.  Note that the 

doubling of the second root letter is not indicated in the script though it should be indicated in 

transliteration.  When the second root letter is a BeGaDKePhaT letter, the doubling of these 

                                                      
16 Cf. Nöldeke §§159, 163; Muraoka §49; Thackston §18.1, 19.1; Robinson §14. 
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letters transforms the soft pronunciation to a hard pronunciation even though the letter is 

preceded by a vowel sound.  Apart from these characteristics, the form of the ’Etpa‘‘al perfect is 

identical to the Pe‘al perfect. 

 

These characteristics can be seen in the name of the pattern itself, which is based on the form that 

the verb ܦܥܠ would take if it appeared as an ’Etpa‘‘al perfect 3msg perfect verb (ܥ   ܠ 
 
   .(ܐ  ܬܦ 

 

The following chart provides (1) the paradigm for verbs in the ’Etpa‘‘al perfect using the verb 

 an example of an actual verb in the ’Etpa‘‘al perfect, and (3) a translation of the sample (2) ,ܩܛܠ

verb for each form. 

 

Table 8.4 – ’Etpa‘‘al Perfect (Regular) 

 Pattern Example Translation 

3msg ܛ   ܠ 
ܬܩ   ܬܩ   ܒܸ݁   ܠ (etqaṭṭal’) ܐ   he was received (etqabbal’) ܐ 

3fsg ܬ
 
ܛܠ  ܬܩ   ܬ ܐ 

 
ܠ  ܒܸ݁ ܬܩ    she was received ܐ 

2msg ܠܬ ܛ  
ܬܩ   ܠܬ ܐ  ܒ  ܸ݁ ܬܩ    you were received ܐ 

2fsg   ܠܬܐ ܛ  
ܝܬܩ   ܠܬ  ܒ  ܸ݁ ܬܩ   ܝܐ   you were received 

1csg ܛܠ ܬ
ܬܩ   ܠ ܬ ܐ  ܒܸ݁

ܬܩ    I was received ܐ 

3mpl ܬ  ܩ   ܐ 
 
ܠܘܛ  ܬ  ܠܘܒ  ܸ݁ ܩ   ܐ   they were received 

3fpl ܬ  ܩ   ܐ 
 
ܠܛ  ܬ  ܠܒ  ܸ݁ ܩ   ܐ   they were received 

2mpl ܠܬ ܛ  
ܬܩ   ܘ ܢܐ  ܒ  ܸ݁   ܬܩ   ܘ ܢܬܠܐ   you were received 

2fpl   ܠܬ
 
ܛ 
ܬܩ   ܝܢܐ  ܠܬ    ܸ݁

ܒ   ܬܩ   ܝܢܐ   you were received 

1cpl ܬ  ܩ   ܐ 
 
ܠܢܛ  ܬ  ܠܢܒ   ܩ   ܐ   we were received 

 

8.5.2. Voice 

 

Verbs in the ’Etpa‘‘al can be in the passive voice (i.e. the grammatical subject receives the action 

of the verb), the reflexive voice (i.e. the grammatical subject performs the action on itself), or the 

active voice. 

 

8.5.3. Meaning 

 

a) Verbs in the ’Etpa‘‘al are typically the passive form of verbs in the Pa‘‘el: 

 

Pa‘‘el Perfect 3msg ’Etpa‘‘al Perfect 3msg 

ܟ ܪ 
ܟ he blessed ܒ  

 
ܪ  ܬܒ    he was blessed ܐ 
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ܠ ܒܸ݁ 
ܒܸ݁    he received ܩ   ܬܩ   ܠܐ   he was received 

ܪ ܬܸ݁  
 
ܪ he concealed ܣ  ܬܸ݁  

 
ܬܣ   he was concealed ܐ 

ܟܸ݁ ܒ
 
ܒ he constructed ܪ  ܟ  ܸ݁

 
ܬܪ   it was constructed ܐ 

ܒ ܪ 
ܒ he brought near ܩ  

 
ܪ  ܬܩ    he was brought near ܐ 

 

An easy way to remember this function is to note that the second root letter in both patterns is 

doubled (Pa‘‘el, ’Etpa‘‘al). 

 

b) Verbs in the ’Etpa‘‘al can sometimes be the reflexive version of the corresponding form in the 

Pa‘‘el: 

 

Pa‘‘el Perfect 3msg ’Etpa‘‘al Perfect 3msg 

ܬ ܚ 
 
ܬ he lowered ܢ  ܚ  

 
ܬܢ   he lowered himself ܐ 

ܟ ܡ 
 
ܟ he upheld ܣ  ܡ  

 
ܬܣ   ܐ 

he relied on  

(i.e. he held himself 

up with) 

 

c) Verbs in the ’Etpa‘‘al can sometimes be used for simple action in the active voice: 

 

’Etpa‘‘al Perfect 3msg 

ܒ  
ܫ  ܬܚ    he thought ܐ 

ܡ ܚ  
 
ܬܠ   to threaten, warn ܐ 

ܢ  ܥ
ܬܡ    he set out, came, arrived ܐ 

 

d) Verbs in the ’Etpa‘‘al can sometimes have the same meaning as the corresponding form in the 

Pa‘‘el: 

 

Pa‘‘el Perfect 3msg ’Etpa‘‘al Perfect 3msg 

ܡ ܚ 
 
ܡ he had mercy on ܪ  ܚ  

 
ܬܪ   he had mercy on ܐ 

ܕ ܪ 
ܕ he rebelled ܡ  

 
ܪ  ܬܡ    he rebelled ܐ 

 

8.6. Vocabulary 

 

Verbs 

ܟ
 
 ܒܪ 

(Pe‘al) to bend the knee, bow down; (Pa‘‘el) to bless, give a blessing, 

pronounce a blessing; (’Etpa‘‘al) to be blessed, receive a blessing, seek 

a blessing; (’Ap‘el) to cause to kneel down, cause to bow 
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ܪ  ܕܟ  
(Pe‘al) to remember, call to mind; (’Etpe‘el) to remember, call to mind, 

make mention of, commemorate; (’Etpa‘‘al) to remember, call to mind; 

(’Ap‘el) to remind; bring to remembrance, make mention of 

ܠ ܟ
 
 to go, walk, travel; (’Etpa‘‘al) to be traversed (Pa‘‘el) ܗ 

ܢ  ܙܒ  
(Pe‘al) to buy, buy off, ransom, redeem; (’Etpe‘el) to be bought;   

(Pa‘‘el) to sell, accept a ransom; (’Etpa‘‘al) to be sold 

ܒ
 
 ܚܪ 

(Pe‘al) to destroy, lay waste, slay with the sword, take by force, 

massacre, rout; (’Etpe‘el) to be slain, cut down, put to flight, routed; 

(’Etpa‘‘al) to be brought to destruction, utterly wasted, dispersed, 

exterminated; (’Ap‘el) to to lay waste, destroy, make desolate 

ܒ  
 ܚܫ 

 (Pe‘al) to count, number, enumerate, recount, think much of;    

(’Etpe‘el) to be numbered, reckoned, imputed, accounted; to think, 

meditate; (Pa‘‘el) to count; (’Etpa‘‘al) to think, plan, devise, plot 

ܫ  ܟܒ  

(Pe‘al) to subdue, subjugate, bring into subjection, press hard upon, 

crush, break up (the ground); (’Etpe‘el) to be subdued, brought into 

subjugation, broken up, ploughed; (Pa‘‘el) to subdue, subjugate; 

(’Etpa‘‘al) to be subjugated, brought into subjection; (’Ap‘el) to make 

lie down, make sit down 

ܫ  ܟܢ  
(Pe‘al) to gather together, collect, assemble; (’Etpe‘el) to be gathered, to 

come together, assemble;  (Pa‘‘el) to assemble, call together; (’Etpa‘‘al) 

to be gathered, to come together, assemble 

ܙ
 
 ;to be proclaimed, announced, publically taught, preached (Etpe‘el’) ܟܪ 

(’Ap‘el) to proclaim, announce, preach, teach, recite publically 

ܟ
 
 ܡܠ 

(Pe‘al) to counsel, advise, exhort, promise, reign; (’Etpe‘el) to take 

counsel, consult, be promised; (Pa‘‘el) to give counsel, promise, set up 

as king; (’Etpa‘‘al) to take counsel, consult; (’Ap‘el) to rule, reign, 

become king, make king, crown king 

ܠ ܠ
 to speakl (’Etpa‘‘al) to be spoken, be said, be told (Pa‘‘el) ܡ  

ܕ
 
 ܡܪ 

(Pe‘al) to rebel, revolt, rise against, defy, resist; (’Etpe‘el) to rebel, 

revolt, be oppressed; (Pa‘‘el) to rebel, fortify; (’Etpa‘‘al) to rebel, resist; 

(’Ap‘el) to incite rebellion, stir up revolt 

ܕ  to bow oneself, worship, adore; (’Etpe‘el) to be worshiped, be (Pe‘al) ܣܓ 

adored; (’Ap‘el) to cause to worship, teach to adore 

ܕ  ,to do, cause, make; (’Etpe‘el) to be done, carried out, performed (Pe‘al) ܥܒ  

be made; (’Ap‘el) to cause to do, force to do, make work 

ܫ
 
 ܦܪ 

(Pe‘al) to separate (something), divide (something), set apart, appoint 

(’Etpe‘el) to be separated, be divided, be set apart, be divorced, be 

excommunicated, separate oneself; (Pa‘‘el) to separate (something), 

distinguish, set apart, dedicate, explain; (’Etpa‘‘al) to be separated, be 

assigned; (’Ap‘el) to set apart, separate oneself 

ܪ  ܦܫ  
(Pe‘al) to melt, dissolve, interpret; (’Etpe‘el) to melt, be melted; (Pa‘‘el) 

to melt (something), interpret; (’Etpa‘‘al) to melt, be melted, be 

explained; (’Ap‘el) to declare, explain 
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ܡ  ܪܚ 

(Pe‘al) to love, delight in, desire; ; (’Etpe‘el) to be beloved, be a friend; 

(Pa‘‘el) to have mercy on, be pitiful to; (’Etpa‘‘al) to have mercy on, 

show pity, be moved with compassion; (’Ap‘el) to show love, obtain 

love, obtain favor 

ܠ  ܩܒ  
(Pe‘al) to accuse, complain about; (’Etpe‘el) to be accused; (Pa‘‘el) to 

receive, consent, accept, oppose, attack; (’Etpa‘‘al) to be received, 

accepted; (’Ap‘el) to face, go towards, meet, receive, agree 

ܠ  
 ܩܛ 

(Pe‘al) to kill (usually one), murder; (’Etpe‘el) to be killed, put to death; 

(Pa‘‘el) to kill (many), slaughter; (’Etpa‘‘al) to be killed (in large 

numbers) 

ܒ
 
 ܩܪ 

(Pe‘al) to come near, draw near, touch; (Pa‘‘el) to bring near, take, carry, 

offer (a sacrifice); (’Etpa‘‘al) to be brought near, come near, approach, 

touch, go into (a woman), apply oneself, be offered (a sacrifice), receive 

(communion); (’Ap‘el) to join battle, make war, fight 

 ܪܟ ܒ
(Pe‘al) to ride, mount; (Pa‘‘el) to construct, put together, compose, 

write; (’Etpa‘‘al) to be constructed, be composed; (’Ap‘el) to make ride, 

make mount 

ܪ ܕ  
 
 to send, send away, dismiss, send (word); (’Etpa‘‘al) to be sent (Pa‘‘el) ܫ 

out, be commissioned, be thrown away 

 ܫܠ ܡ

(Pe‘al) to be finished, be concluded, come to an end, be complete, be 

fulfilled, agree with, consent, follow(doctrine), resemble; (’Etpe‘el)  to 

be given up, delivered up, be put to death; (Pa‘‘el) to finish (something), 

end, fulfill (promise, vow, law), make restitution, deliver up, hand over, 

give peace; (’Etpa‘‘al) to be brought to an end, be finished, be 

completed, be accomplished, be given up, be delivered up, surrender, be 

brought into a state of peace; (’Ap‘el) to bring to completion, achieve, 

give up, surrender, make peace, hand over, betray, commit to (writing or 

memory) 

ܥ  ;to hear, listen, obey; (’Etpe‘el) to be heard, be obedient, obey (Pe‘al) ܫܡ  

(’Ap‘el) to cause to hear, let hear, make hear, announce, proclaim 

 

 

8.7. Homework 

 

a) Using practice sheet 8.1, memorize the paradigm for the verbs in tables 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 

(coming soon). 

 

b) Memorize the main uses of each pattern given in this chapter. 

 

c) Memorize the vocabulary in 8.6 above.  At this point it is not necessary to memorize every 

possible meaning for each word in every pattern.  However, you should be able to give at least 

one definition for each of the patterns that the verb appears in.  Make sure you are able to 

translate the words from Syriac to English as well as English to Syriac.  For helps with 

memorizing the vocabulary, see resources for week 8 at 

https://markfrancois.wordpress.com/syriac-grammar/ (coming soon). 

 

d) Using practice sheet 8.2, translate the sentences from Syriac to English (coming soon). 

https://markfrancois.wordpress.com/syriac-grammar/

